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Dear 4th Grade Parent/ Guardian:
As you are aware, your child will be taking the New York State Science Test this year. Just
to inform you the test is in two parts. The first part is a hands-on (experimental) test. The children
will conduct experiments and respond to questions based on the experiments. This section of the
test will be conducted Monday May 18-Friday May 29, 2020. Your child will be told what day
his/her class will be participating in this section of the test. The second portion of the test contains
multiple choice questions and short answer responses. This section is like the practice tests that
your child will be taking in class. This written section of the test will be given on Monday June
], 2020
To further prepare your children for this test, we have organized a few study guides.
Attached you will find one of the three guides. We have divided the guides into the following three
categories. Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science. We will send home a different
section every two to three weeks. The guides are being given for review not to memorize, the
topics. Throughout your child's school career, Kindergarten to present, his /she has learned these
topics. This test is not solely based on the fourth-grade curriculum. Aside from this packet, your
child can review his/her notebook. If you have any questions, please contact your child's science
teacher.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Granton and Ms. Sollitto
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ELSE Review
Physical Science
Energy Sources

Vocabulary
. 1. Energy- The ability to do work.... . ...
2. Energy source- the object giving the system energy.

3. Energy receiver- the obj~ receiving the energy from the source.
4. Energy transfer- When the energy goes from the source to the receiver.
5. Energy chain- when two or more energy transfers occur one right after the
other.
6. Material- what an object is made from.
7. Property- the way we describe an object.
8. System- a group of objec~ working together.
9. Sub-system- a smaller system within a larger system.
10. Object- something we can use or hold.
11. Interaction. one object causes a change in another object
12. Evidence of interaction- the proof that one object has changed another
object.
13. Variable-the part of a system that can be changed.
14. Controlled experiment- When an experiment is conducted the same
exact way each·time. You control the variables.
15. Potential energy- stored energy, energy an object has because of its
position.
16. Kinetic energy- Energy of motion.
17. Physical change- when you change an objects physical properties, (
shape, size, texture)
18. Chemical change- is when an object changes to a different type of

matter.
19. Mechanical Energy- the kind of energy an object has because it can
move or is moving.
20. Chemical Energy- energy that comes from a chemical change.
21. Electrical Energy- energy that comes from the flow of electricity.
22. Solar Energy- energy that comes from the sun.
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Energy Sources questions
What is stored energy? Potential energy
When wood burns, the fire changes the wood into ashes and smoke.
The'wood becomes a different kind of matter. This change is called a
chemical change.
.
When a person rubs their hands together, what kind of energy is made?
Heat energy.
Which form of eneqy u n~ed to change water from a liqaid to a gas?
-Heat energy.
··-- __····- -___ .... ___ _~ich ~ of energy J~.a l;erson. use. to pedal a-bicycle? Mechanical~A student reaches one hand into a bag filled with smooth objects. The
students feels the objects but does not look into the bag. Which
property ofthe objects can the stud~t most lµ(ely identify? Shape.
A student has a ball of clay that sink$·.w hen pla~ ~ • pan of water.
Which property should he change to ~•ke the ~lay Roat? Shape.
Fourth graders are planning a roller sllte ttee~ Which surface would
be the best for this race? Blacktop, gravel, or grass.
Blacktop is a sdlbOth flat surface, usually found in streets, driveways
and basketball courts.

Which pi~ is an example of
matter and ene~gy interacting?
C

B
A

D')n of the above
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Which property of an object can be determined by the object pictured here t
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sh .liquid in a container and an empty container.
The diagram below ows
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All the liquid is poured into the empty container. Which property of the
liquid changes? shape ·
·
Electricity

23. Conductor- a material through which electric current pas~_s e_asily.( ex. .
Metal, water) ..
· ·i4." No~-conductor- materials that are not capable of closing a circuit. ( ex.
Rubber, wood, plastic, cloth)
25. Closed circuit- all objects in the system are connected and allow
electricity to flow through.
26. Open circuit- all objects in the system are not connected and do not
allow electricity to flow through.
27. Metal- one of the strongest conductors of electricity.
28. Water- the strongest conductor of electricity.
29. Resistance- a measure of how much a material opposes the flow of
electric current and changes electric current into heat energy.
30. Insulator- a material through which electric current does not pass easily.
Electricity questions
Material that allow little or no electrical flow are called
non-conductors.
Han electric switch is open it causes an incomplete pathway in the
circuit.
Electricity moves most easily through which type of materials? Metal &
water.
When a battery is used to light a bulb, chemical energy is changed to
which type of energy? electrical.
You are cooking on a stove using an all metal pan. The handle will get
hot because metal is a good conductor of electricity.
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~ drawing below shows a copper wire with a wooden handle being held \
I

in a flame.
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After a few minutes, what will most likely happen? i
The heat will travel through the wire.\

The diagram b:dow shows an incomplet:e electrical circuit that includes ~
battery, a bulb, and three wires labeled A, B, and C.

+; .
Battery

l'be bulb i1 nol lit. What should be done in o ~ to light the bulb and
:,omplete the clrc:uit? Conned wiru A and B.
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Magnemm
31. Magnet- anything that pulls iron, steel, and certain other metals to it.
32. Magnetism- the force around a magnet.
33. Magnetic field- the space around a magnet where magnetism acts.
34. Attract- to pull towards each other.
35. Repel- to push away.
36. Poles- a place on a magnet where magnetism is strongest
37. Compass- a small magnet that can turn freely.
38. Electromagnet- a magnet made when an electric current flows through a
- ·--

wire.. __ ·------·· •·--·- - ----- -
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Possible Questions
Magnetism is strongest at a magnet's poles.
Which object will be attracted to a magnet? paper clip~
Whic- object will not be attncted to a magnet? aplutic button.

Diagrams A and B below show the same bar magn9t attracting the -~ ~e
paper clip from two different distances.
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Barmagnet

Paper clip
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(Nol Q ~ to scale)
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Paper ~ip

B

Explain why the bar magnet attracts the paper clip with more force in
diagram B than in diagram A. [1]
The paperclip in diagram B is closer to the magnet than it is in diagram

A: .
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Force & Motion
39. Force- a push or a pull on an object that can cause it to change motion.
40. Gravity.. A force that pulls any two objects toward one another, such as
you towards the center of the earth.
41. Friction- a force that slows the motion of moving objects. Friction
occurs when two objects rub against each other.
42. Work- the result of a force moving an object. When pushes and pulls
move objects, work is done.
.. 43.. Inertia- the tendency of a moving object to stay in motion or a resting
object to stay at rest.
Possible questions
A ball throWJI in the air falls back toward the ground because of the
force of gravity. ·
A ball rolling down a hill will move fastest on which surface? A paved
road.
Simple Machines
.44. Simple machine- a machine made of one or two parts. Make work easier.
4S. Inclined plane- a simple machine with a flat surface and one end higher
than the other. A ramp is an inclined plane. Makes lifting heavy objects
easier.
46. Wheel and Axle- a simple machine made of a wheel attached to a rod.
As the wheel turns it turns the rod.
47. Wedge- a simple m a c ~ has slanted sides. ·
48. Lever & Fulcrum- a beam that pivots on a fulcrum. The fulcrum
changes the direction ofthe force applied to the beam.
49. Pulley- a simple machine that uses a rope and a wheel. As you pull
down on one end of the rope, the other end pulls the material up.
Makes heavy loads easier to lift.
SO. Screw- a simple machine that holds materials together. A screw is and
inclined plane wrapped around a rod. The inclined plane makes the screw
easier to put into the wood The groves also help hold the screw in the
wood.
51. Compound machine- a machine made of two or more simple machines.
52. Complex machine- a machine made of many simple and compound
machines.
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Simple Machines
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Pl l 11 Mecliank:al energy may cause change In motion through the application of force and through the use
.
.. of simple machines such~ ~II~, lewis, and Inclined planes.

Six simple tools make work easier.
Simple machines make work easier by changing the strength, direction,

· or speed of a force.
Mechanical energy is the energy_~ (?bj~ct h~ because o£its motion and
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Directions Read the following information.

-......;;.,,,,, Tools with only one or two parts are known as
·
simple machines. Simple machines use mechanical
energy to change the strength, direction, or speed of
a force. Work, such as lifting, cutting, prying,
tightening, and moving objects, is easier when you use
simple machines. Here are six simple machines:
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wedge. A chisel, when used .to
split a piece of wood, is a wedge.
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Wedge
When you use the pointed

C

What are simple
machines?
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Inclined Plane
A smooth board is a plane. When
the board, or plane, is slanted, it can
help you move objects across distan~s.
A ramp is a common inclined plane.
Moving a heavy box is easier if you
slide the box up or down a ramp.

GaldadQa....... ...
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Screw
An inclined plane wrapped
around a cylinder becomes a
screw. Every tum of a metal screw
helps you move a piec.-e of metal through
a wooden space.
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Copying Is illegal.

Chapter 8 • Force and Motlon
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Possible Questions
A lever can be used to lift a heavy object by pushing down on one end
of the bar.
ne purpose of the chain on a bicycle is to act as _part of a pulley.

1n diagram 1, a man is lifting a heavy box into a truck.

lnl

diagram 2, the same man is using a ramp to move the same·
box into the same truck.
·

1

2

Which type of simple machine is the ramp in diagram 2? An inclined
plane.
Why is it easier for the man to move the same box using the ramp?
He is using less force.
It would be easier to move the box if the surface of the ramp was
sanoother because there would be Jpea t~etion.
Level:'

A tool that pries something loose
or that lifts' with an arm-like motion is
a lever. A shovel or a playground
seesaw can ·be a lever.

Wheel and Axle
Another kind of simple machine is
the wheel and axle. The wheel turns
the axle, which causes movement. For
example, on a wagon, the metal wagon bed rests on
top of the axles. The wheels below :rnt:ltP. on the
axle and the wagon moves. Pulley
·
The wheel can also rotate a rope.
This is a pulley. In a pulley, a rope
wraps around a wheel. As the wheel
rotates. the rope will move. The rope can be used to
raise and lower objects. For example, a flag on a
£1.amole is raised and lowered by a pulley.
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Matter, Mass & Measurement
53. Matter- anything that has mass and takes up space.
54. Mass- the amount of material that an object has in it
55. Volume- the amount of space that matter talces up.
56. Mixture- two or more substances that are mixed together but can easily
be separated.
57. Solution- a mixture which one substance spreads evenly throughout
another substance.
58. Meter- a unit for measuring length.
.. __. ?J~-9!~~ -~~~~-- ~ !Jn.j!_f.~r~~~g__t.h.~ YQ.l'Qln~ _Qf a solid._ .. . _ ...... _ . ... ... ..
60. Liter- a unit for measuring volume.
61. Graduated cylinder- a tool used to measure the volume of liquids.
62. Gram- the basic unit for measuring mass.
63. Density- how much mass is in a certain volume of matter.
64. Melting point- the temperature at which matter changes from a solid to a
liquid
65. Boiling point-the temperature at which matter changes from a liquid to
a gas.
66. Freezing Point- the temperature at which matter changes from a liquid to
a solid
Possible Questions
Anything that has mass and takes up space is known as matter.
Solids do not change shape when moved.
When sand paper is rubbed on a rock, which properties would change?
Size and shape.
A block is a solid because it has a definite shape.
Joyce is boiling water to make macaroni for dinner. She needs to
measure the temperature of the water. What scientific tool should Joyce
use? a thermometer.
·
Which instrument would be best to measure the volume of a liquid?
A graduated cylinder.
Two objects of the same mass are going to be placed the same distance
from the support of a balance beam. Which diagram shows where the
support should be placed under th~ beam so the objects will balance?

(;a)

a&

Which tool should be used to compare the masses of two small rocks? A
balance.

A container of water is put into a freezer. The water becomes ice. What
caused this change? The low temperature in the freezer made the water
particles slow down.
A student measured her stapler in two different ways. The diagram
below shows what she found. What should she write in her notebook as
the accurate measurement of her stapler? 5cm.
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You think your little brother has a fever. What scientific tool would
you use to find out if he does? a thermometer.
What is the best way to make the balance scale shown below balanced?

40g

Point A
Point B

~ a 10g, ~x at Point A
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The ice in the glass represent.a what state of ma~? ... [lJ _.. .
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In the glass below, draw how the cont.ents of the _glass would look after sitting
in a warm kitchen for 45 minut.es. Label the cont.ents of the glass. [2]

What is the length of the pencil shown below?

5.5 cm
1

cm

2

3

4

5

